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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
01/27/16  

Temporary pause in anxiety but gold vulnerable to deflation  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -2.80, SILVER -14.90, PLATINUM -1.80  

 

Early Gold Change -$1.80 from the prior session. 
LME Copper Stocks 240,325 tons +2,950 tons Shanghai copper stocks +8,081 
tons to 194,312 tons.  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equities were mixed overnight with concern toward China still in 
place but apparently minimal losses in key Chinese shares kept anxiety at a low level. News that Apple sales 
might fall for the first time in more than a decade has rekindled slowing fears and deflation views instead of panic 
and a flight to safe haven off Chinese equity market action. The US economic calendar begins with a weekly look 
at MBA mortgage applications. The next data window presents December new home sales that are anticipated to 
have ticked up from the 490,000 annualized rate in November. The highlight of US session is expected to be the 
conclusion of the two-day Federal Reserve policy meeting and fresh clues on the course of interest rate hikes this 
year. The US Treasury conducts the second leg of this week's debt offerings with a $35 billion 5-Year Note 
auction, which drew a final yield of 1.785% at the December auction. The Treasury will also offer $15 billion in 2-
Year Floating Rate Notes.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
The range-up action in February gold on Tuesday was really impressive, and that might show a shift in the focus 
of the market as those gains were made in the face of positive equity market action and less concern toward 
China. We think some of the gold buying recently has been the result of ideas that the US Fed later today will 
provide some dovish dialogue or hint at a pushing back of the next rate hike. One other item that might have 
provided support to gold on Tuesday was news that Chinese 2015 gold imports rose by 48 tonnes over 2014 and 
the December import tally was the highest in 3 years. In a negative note Gold Fields overnight suggested that 
their production was expected to come in within 1% of their forecast and that they also pegged their production 
cost at $1,050 an ounce which might be a drag on prices which sit $115 an ounce above that level. With 
Antofagasta and Highland gold overnight posting higher gold production figures that could weigh on gold prices 
today. However, the world's largest gold ETF saw their holdings rise by 5.06 tonnes on Tuesday to reach their 
highest level since early November, and those holdings have now climbed 26.86 tonnes (or 4.18% higher) since 
the start of 2016! Seeing investor demand return is not an insignificant development.  
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PLATINUM  
We think long-term value hunting buying is settling into the PGM complex especially if the Chinese crisis abates, 
the global equities track level outs and deflationary sentiment is tamped down. However, deflationary sentiment 
would seem to have a slight foothold today with slowing sales fears from Apple, sharp declines in oil prices and 
weakness in many physical commodity markets. Therefore the PGM complex probably needs to see something 
dovish from the Fed result later today. Unfortunately platinum and palladium derivative holdings have continued to 
decline which suggests that investors haven't been on board with bullish futures traders over the last 5 trading 
sessions.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
While gold appeared to shift its focus toward the US Fed and in turn began to correlate positively with equities 
yesterday and that correlation has continued today that has put gold slightly off balance to start today. However, 
we would not be surprised to see gold benefit from "buy the rumor" activity ahead of the afternoon Fed decision 
and statement as the threat from international headwinds and mixed US data should keep the Fed on hold. If the 
Fed acknowledges the potential slowing from China and or points to softening US data that could push back 
market expectations of the next hike significantly and in turn give gold, silver, platinum and palladium cause to 
finish strong today. In order to maintain a bullish stance might require holding above $1,109 today in February 
gold.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
01/27/16  

The bulls hold a slight edge but deflation lurks in oil action  

 

GENERAL: A major range-up extension in March copper in the wake of 6% plus 
decline in some Chinese equity market action yesterday suggests that a portion 
of the net spec and fund short in copper has moved to the sidelines. Copper 
was probably lifted by news that Chinses 2015 refined copper imports were a 
record, and that December refined copper imports were up 34% relative to year 
ago levels! Strong Chinese copper imports, developing weakness in the Dollar 
and widespread dovish hints from key central banks seems to have forced a larger portion of a nearly historic net 
spec and fund short to the sidelines. With December Chinese refined copper imports strong, that suggests to us 
that the crisis in China is mostly about stock evaluations and not necessarily about Chinese industrial activity. 
With another jump in a 20-city US city home price figure yesterday and a sharp jump in US consumer confidence, 
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the forward view for the US economy would seem to be slightly better than the backward view but will the US 
economy be strong enough to spur the Fed into a hawkish stance later today? Unfortunately Antofagasta posted 
a 4th quarter copper production gain of +8.2% and that throws a wet blanket on positive chart action.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
We leave control of the market with the bull camp into the FOMC statement and decision as the Fed has to 
acknowledge international headwinds and the recent pattern of mixed US economic data. Initial upside targeting 
on a pre-Fed buy-the-rumor follow-through rally is seen up at $2.0740. Critical pivot point support moves up to 
$2.0230.  
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